Introduction

Tracheomegaly is characterized by over-dilation of trachea. It is usually associated with congenital disease, Mounier-Kuhn syndrome (1), and prolonged ventilation (2). Tracheoesophageal fistula (TEF) is also a rare complication that mostly occurs after malignancies, infection, ruptured diverticula, and injuries (3). Post-intubation TEF is a severe complication in patients that require prolonged mechanical ventilation. TEF may be complicated within 12–200 days (with a mean of 43 days) of mechanical ventilation but rare in short-term intubation (4,5). Surgical factors and traumatic injury may lead to short-term acquired TEF within 1–15 days (6). However, in non-surgical and non-traumatic cases, TEF is rare in short-term intubation. Here we present a case of TEF secondary to tracheomegaly in a tetanus patient, who developed this rare complication since the 8th day of intubation. We present the following case in accordance with the CARE reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/apm-19-681).
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Abstract: Tracheomegaly and tracheoesophageal fistula (TEF) may be complicated within 12–200 days (with a mean of 43 days) of mechanical ventilation but rare in short-term intubation. Here we present a case of TEF secondary to post-intubation tracheomegaly in a tetanus patient. A 49-year-old male was admitted to the emergency room (ER) and diagnosed with tetanus. He became intubated and mechanically ventilated, but showed over-inflation of the endotracheal tube cuff on X-ray and chest computed tomography since the 8th day. After extubation, the patient had severe coughing during eating. Fiberoptic bronchoscopy and gastroscopy demonstrated a TEF located at the anterior wall of the esophagus. Esophageal exclusion and jejunostomy were performed to heal the fistula. The recurrent and uncontrollable muscular rigidity and spasms might be the main cause early tracheomegaly and TEF. Short-term intubation induced TEF should be aware of in specific patients. Both cuff pressure and cuff volume should be monitored to minimize tracheoesophageal injuries in such cases.
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Case presentation

A 49-year-old male was admitted to the emergency room (ER) with a 10-day history of left hand trauma, and a 3-day history of trismus and limbs convulsion. He had no special previous medical and family history and relevant past interventions. Physical examination at admission showed his temperature was 36.8 degrees Celsius, his blood pressure was 124/92 mmHg and heart rate was 103 beats per min. The patient showed typical symptoms of tetanus infection including locking of the jaw and muscular stiffness of his
neck and limbs. He was diagnosed with tetanus and treated with tracheal intubation, wound debridement, and tetanus antitoxin. From the 8th day, chest X-ray and computed tomography (CT) showed enlargement of the endotracheal tube cuff twice (Figure 1A). Each time the cuff pressures were normal, and the endotracheal tubes were promptly replaced. Until the 19th day, the patient was relieved from tetanus symptoms and weaned from ventilation. Before extubation, chest CT showed over-inflation of the endotracheal tube cuff (Figure 1B). After extubation, the patient had severe coughing during eating. Fiberoptic bronchoscopy and gastroscopy demonstrated a TEF located at the anterior wall of the esophagus (Figure 1C,D). Esophageal exclusion and jejunostomy were performed to heal the fistula. However, three days later the patient left hospital against advice and lost follow-up (Figure 2).

All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional research committee and with the Helsinki Declaration (as revised in 2013). Written informed consent was obtained from the patient for publication of this manuscript and any accompanying images.

Discussion

Acquired TEF is an uncommon complication that develops within a wide time range due to different causes: surgical causes 1–5 days, traumatic injury 5–15 days, local infection 15–21 days, and tracheal cuff-related injury 21–30 days (6). In non-surgical and non-traumatic cases, TEF is rare in short-term intubation (7). In our current case, a tetanus patient developed TEF in the 8th day of intubation,
Figure 2 The timeline of the patient exhibits tracheoesophageal fistula secondary to tracheomegaly by chest X-ray, chest CT, and endoscope.

suggesting that tetanus might be a special and noteworthy risk factor of short-term TEF in non-surgical patient.

Tetanus causes muscular stiffness in the jaw followed by stiffness of the neck, difficulty in swallowing, rigid abdominal muscles, generalized spasms, sweating, and fever. Patient with tetanus in this case had recurrent and uncontrollable muscular rigidity and spasms, which exerted additional pressures on the tracheal wall. In some case high cuff pressure might cause uncommon complication such as vertebral erosion (8). However, in our case the cuff pressures were within normal range. Thus we speculate that the extra pressure due to tetanus symptoms might be the main cause of endotracheal tube cuff dysfunction, early tracheomegaly and TEF.

In this case, other risk factors of early tracheomegaly and TEF include prolonged intubation, excessive tube movement, respiratory infections, and the use of a nasogastric tube. These factors might worsen the vulnerability of the tracheal mucosa and cause tracheoesophageal injuries. Apart from cuff pressure, cuff volume should be monitored to prevent the endotracheal cuff from over-inflation. Endotracheal tube cuff pressures and volumes should be monitored and kept within ideal ranges (cuff pressures range 20–30 cmH₂O, cuff volumes range 6–8 mL) to prevent tracheal injury in critically ill patients.

In patients suffering post-intubation TEF, surgical treatment is the only solution especially for large dimension fistula (9). However, the types of procedure and the timing of intervention are debatable. In our case, esophageal exclusion and jejunostomy were performed after the patient was stable and extubated. For other patients who are unstable or rely on ventilation, comprehensive and individualized management could lead to satisfactory outcomes.

In this case, early tracheomegaly and TEF were recognized promptly by several means of examination, and corresponding proactive treatments were performed such as replacing endotracheal tubes, esophageal exclusion and jejunostomy. However, the limitation of this case is that image examinations attracted more attention than comprehensive auxiliary tests concerning the airway. Lesions might occur before the images unveiled them. Therefore, careful examinations and scrutiny cannot be overemphasized in critically ill patients.

In summary, comprehensive management of endotracheal tube could avoid uncommon and severe complications such as tracheomegaly and TEF in patients with tetanus.
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